Datamax License Stock and Ink Ribbon Installation
Step A: Install Ink Ribbon
1. Open the printer cover by pressing the side latches and
lifting up. The ink roll is held in the top lid of the printer.

2. Gently loosen the empty ribbon core [a] to unroll a little of
the ink ribbon roll. The Datamax label on the ink ribbon roll
should face out.

[a]

3. Load the ink ribbon roll into the bottom chamber by firmly
pushing the cardboard core of the ink ribbon roll first onto
the black supply hub [b] (it has a spring).

[b]

4. Line up the cardboard core with the green supply hub [c].
Push the black supply hub from the side [b] to push the
cardboard core firmly onto the green supply hub.

[b]
[c]

5. Pull down the empty ribbon core, exposing the Datamax
label. Slide the green ribbon handler latch [d] downward
to unlatch the ribbon handler assembly.

6. On top of the ribbon handler assembly, insert the empty
ribbon core [e] first onto the black take-up hub [f] (it has a
spring) and then onto the green take-up hub wheel [g], as
before. The ink ribbon should be wrapped over the front
of the ribbon handler assembly [h].

7. Rotate the green take-up hub wheel [g] away from you
several times, stopping when the black ink ribbon
touches the roll. It is IMPORTANT that the dull side of
the ink ribbon is facing out.

8. Raise and latch the ribbon handler assembly.
Note: Cover will not close until the ribbon handler
assembly is latched.
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[d]

[g]

[f]

[h]
[e]
[g]

Datamax License Stock and Ink Ribbon Installation
Step B: Install License Stock

1. Open the printer cover by pressing the side latches
and lifting up.

2. Slide the green media hangers [a] outward.

[a]

3. Insert the license stock roll between the media
hangers, allowing them to grasp the license stock roll.
The paper should feed over the top of the roll.

4. Slide the media guides [b] outward, allowing the license
stock paper to slide between and underneath.

5. Pull out enough license stock paper to exit the front of the
printer and adjust media guides [b] so they lightly touch
the edge of the paper.

6. Close the printer cover and press down until it latches.
Allow the light on top of the printer to light up solid green for
about ten seconds, then press the
button ONCE to advance
and calibrate the license stock. Tear off the unused license
panel from the printer.
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[b]

[b]

